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Abstract. Various types of grammars can be used to describe context-free languages. Such are 
context-free grammars and their normal form restrictions. Rewriting of a context-free grammar 
to an equivalent grammar in required (normal) form can cause a change of parameters of the 
grammar such as the number of rules, the number of nonterminals, etc. Greibach normal form 
grammars and position restricted grammars will be investigated from the point of view of 
descriptional complexity of context-free languages. 

1. Introduction 

Various types of grammars can be used to describe context-free languages. Such 

are context-free grammars and their normal form restrictions (e.g., Chomsky normai 

form, Greibach normal form, etc.). Also a special subclass of context-sensitive 

grammars-terminal bounded grammars-has that property [2]. 

Rewriting of a context-free grammar to an equivalent grammar in required 

(normal) form can cause, in general, a change of such parameters of the grammar 

as the number of rules, the number of nonterminals, itc. For instance, the E-rule 
removal substantially increases the number of rules of context-free grammars, while 

the total length of the grammar can increase at most ten-times [6]. 

In the present paper Greibach normal form grammars and position restricted 

grammars will be investigated from the point of view of descriptional complexity 

of context-free languages. We shall prove that the number of nonterminals needed 

to describe a language by a grammar in Greibach normal form does not exceed 
twice the number of nonterminals needed to describe it by an E-free chain-free 

reduced grammar. Increasing of productions and total length for grammars in 

Greibach normal form is at most cubic in the number of productions or in the total 

length for e-free chain-free reduced grammars, respectively. We shall give an 

example, where increasing is exactly square. (For the results discussed above, 

terminals are allowed ir! any position on right-hand sides of rules of grammars in 

Greibach normal form.) 

* Part of the results of this paper were previously reported in [ 113. 
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For the case of language description by position restricted grammars, the increase 
of values for the number of nonterminals, the number of rules, the number of 

grammatical levels and the height of grammatical levels cannot be bounded by any 

function. 

For the total length of grammars we shall give optimal linear increase both for 

position restricted grammars of type (0, 0,O) and for grammars in Chomsky normal 

form with respect to the total length of E-free chain-free reduced grammars. 

2. Preliminaries 

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic formal language theory in a 

scope of [I$] or [12]. We briefly review some well-known notations and definitions 

from descriptional complexity of formal languages but refer to [ 71 for further details. 

In this paper only context-free grammars and languages will be considered. 

We shall use G = ( T, N, P, S) for a context-free grammar, where N and T denote 
the sets of nonterminals and terminals, respectively, P is the set of rules and S is 

the initial nonterminal. 

To evaluate the complexity of the grammar G = (IV, T, P, S), we shall use five 

parameters known from literature. We shall call them by common name complexity 

measure. Three of them reflect in some way the size of the grammar. They are: 

Var( G) = llv[ (the number of nonterminals). 

Prod( G) := 1 Pi (the number of productions). 

Symb(G) =I (2+lcyI) (the total length of G) 

where the sum goes over all productions A + cy in P. 

Two further parameters, based on the notion of grammatical level, reflect the 

structure of grammars. To introduce them, first we define the relation D on the 

nonterminals of the grammar G = (IV, T, P, S). 

For A, B in IV, A F I? if there is a production A + xBy in P. The relation I> * is 
the rzfkxive and transitive closure of D. 

We say that nonterminals A and B are structurally equivalent and we write A = B 

if A >* B and B D”A. 

Every class of partitic!i c;E N by the equivalence relation = IS called a grammatical 
level of G. For two diMerent grammatical levels Q, and QZ we write Or > Q1 if 

there are nonterminals A in Qr and B in cd? such that A D B. By the graph of 

grammatical levels of G we shall understand the digraph, the nodes of which are 

grammatical levels of G and edges are ordered pairs (Or, 0,) for Q, > Q-. 

Now we are ready to introduce complexity measures Lev and Hei. 

I.ev( G) = “the number of levels in G”. 

1 icic G i = nr~ix(i-ki( 0): Q is a grammatical level of G}, 
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where Hei( 0) = 1 iff S E 0 and Hei( Qi) = 1 + max{Hei( Q): Q > Oi}, i.e., Hei( G) 
denotes the length of the longest way in the acyclic graph of grammatical levels, 
starting with the initial level (i.e., the level containing S). 

Any complexity measure K from Var, Prod, Symb, Lev and Hei allows us to 
introduce the grammatical complexity of the language L generated by grammars 
from 93 in the following manner: 

K&h=min{K(G): L(G) = L, GE 99). 

For 93 being the class of all context-free grammars we shall omit the subscript ‘3 

in K,(L). 

By the complexity of class 3 of languages we shall mean 

K&f) = sup&(L): L E 5f). 

A grammar G = (Iv, T, P, S) is reduced if 

(1) for any AE N, S+* nA/3 for some cy, /3 i’n (N u T)“, and 

(2) for any A E hr there is a w in T* such that A -_’ w. 

We shall use 3 to denote the class of all completely reduced grammars, i.e., 
reduced grammars with no E-rules (i.e., that of A -, F) and no chain rules (i.e., that 

of type A+ B, A, B in N). 

In this paper the problem to compare the values K.,-(L) and K.@(L) will be 

investigated, where %! is the class of completely reduced grammars and X is the 

class of grammars in Greibach normal form or alternatively the class of position 

restricted grammars of type f. We prefer to compare normal form complexity with 

that on 9 instead of that on the whole of context-free grammars since comparison 
for K and k’.* gives nontrivial results [6,7]. Also, known techniques transforming 

a grammar to an equivalent one in Greibach normal form or to an equivalent one 

in position restricted grammar (especially to a grammar in Chomsky normal form) 

use as input a grammar in completely reduced form or produce a completely reduced 

grammar as an intermediate result of the algorithm. 
For our purpose it is sufficient to take into consideration E-free languages onl!/. 

We shall use the following E-free definitions of normal form grammars. 

klefinition. A grammar G - - (IV, 7” P, S) is in Greibach normal form if all its produc- 
tions are of type A 3 acr for A E N, a E T, a E N? 

The ck\ss of grammsrs in Greibach noLma1 form will be denoted by 9%. 

Definition. A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is in weak Greibach normal form if all its 

nroductions are of type A -+acuforAEN,aETandaE(NuTj*. 

A class of grammars in weak Greibach normal form will be denoted by 9%‘. 

Definition. A grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is a position restricted grammar of type 
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t=(m,,mz,...y mk, mk+l), where mi is a nonnegative integer for 16 is k + 1 if 
every production of the grammar is either of the form 

(i) A+ w,A, ~2‘42 l l l wkApk+l, where A, Ai E Iv, 1 d i G k and wi E T”J for 
t 

lsjsk+l,or 
(ii) A-*& or A-*a, where A,BEN and UE T. 
The collection of position restricted grammars of type t = (ml, m2,. . . , mk, n~+~) 

will be denoted by I if t is understood or by (ml,. . . , MQ, PPQ+,). 

Remark. Grammars in Chomsky normal form forms the proper subclass of position 
restricted grammars of type (O,O, 0). Position restricted grammars are treated in 

[3,4, IO]. 

Algorithms for transformations of grammars to equivalent grammars in weak 
Cireibach normal form are well known and they are described in Appendix A, 
together with the transformations of grammars to equivalent position restricted 
grammars of type (O,O, 0) and to equivalent grammars in Chomsky normal form. 

In order to formulate our results, Knuth’s symbols 0, Q and 0 will be used. 
For f, g :Z -*Z (Z is the set of integers) the meaning of g(n) = O(f(n)), g(n) = 
~~~~fhj) and g(n)=O(f(n)) is as in [9], i.e.. 

g(n) = O( f(n)) if there are positive numbers c and n,, such that 

Ig<n>(s cf(n) for all n 3 no, 

g(n) = Q( f( n)) if there are positive numbers c and no such that 

g( 0) 23 cf( n) for all n 3 n,,, 

g:(-’ ‘( I = O( f( n)) if there are positive numbers c, c’ and n,, such that 

cf( n) d g(n) s c’f( n) for all n a n,,. 

For ;I complexity measure K we shall define the set of languages 2’r’ = 
L: K ( f.) = H), where )I is a natural number, and the function .U;i, which associates 

sith 11 the set of languages YF), i.e., for every 11, ;s(;\: (11) = .Y’F’. 

Lemma 2.1. Let K be a complexity measure and Xbe a set of normal form grammars. 
lf for any natural number m 3 k,, there is a langlrage L,,, and a constant c such 

krt K.,( I_, ) = c and KS,-( L,,, ) = m, then k’.,+YK (11)) canrlot be bounded by any 
runction q f n ). 

L(A)=(w: WE T*,A** w}. 

For ;t language L and for a letter a, a E alph( L) if a E alph( M4 for some MT in L. ’ 
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Lemma 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a completely reduced grammar and Z1, 2, be 
nonterminals in the same grammatical level. Then 

alph(L(&)) = alph( L(Z,)). 

Proof. Z1 and Z2 are in the same grammatical level so there are words al, ti2, p1 

and & such that Z2 a* orlZl& +* w1 and Z1 ** c&Z~/?~ a* ~2. The words gener- 

ated by Z1 appear as subwords of words generated by 2, and vice-versla. q 

Notation. Let 7’1 c T. By eT, we denote the homomorphism 

e&) = 
c: ifxET,, 

x if XC T-T,. 

For Lr T*, e*,(L) ={er,( w): w E L}. 

Lemma 2.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced grammar. A language ex_.(al (L(G)) 
is infinite iff G contains a nonterminal A such that A +* LYAP and a E alph(c@. 

Proof. Obvious. Cl 

3. Greibach normal form complexity 

In this section we shall investigate the complexity of the weak Greibach normal 

form. An obvious correspondence between K ‘$, and KAtl is given by the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let L be a language and lalph(L)! = k. Then 

K,,(f) d k + &,j L) for K E {Var, Prod, Lev}, 

Symb& L) 6 3 k -t Symb& L) < 4 Symb,J L), 

Hei $,(L) s 1 + He&(L). 

All these estimates are definitive (i.e., a sequence of languages (LJT= 1 catI be 
git!en such that lalph( LA)/ = k and in the estimates above equalities hold). 

Proof. The last part of algorithm .d, (see Appendix A) beginning with label (L3) 
produces a grammar in Greibach normal form for input a grammar in weak Greibach 

normal form. The inequalities can be shown by a straightforward analysis of that 

part of algorithm .s&. 

The equalities are fulfilled, e.g., for the languages L+ = {a:a, l l - ak}. 0 

Theorem 3.2. For every language L, Var&L) 6 2 Var,( L). The coeficient 2 in the 
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estimate is the best possible [i.e., for every S > 0 them is a language Ls such that 
Var&L,)>(2-6) VarS(Lr,)]. 

Proof. The inequality Var& L) s 2 Vat-*(L) can be proved immediately by 

analyzing the algorithm ti, ,,n (see Appendix A). Using the algorithm &l,m, the 

number of nonterminals of the grammar can grow in the part between the labels 

(Ll) and (La) only. The number of nonterminals increases to the value at most 

twice greater than the original one. 

Let L, be the language generated by the grammar c,,: 

S+a,A,b,I* l l ~a,A,b,&h~-~ -IA,,c,,, 

A, + aiAibi I Aici I aibi I ci for 1 d i s PI. 

We shall prove that Var,&L,) = n + 1 and Var&L,) = 212 + 1, i.e., for any S > 0 

and for n > l/S - 1 the language L, satisfies the inequality VarJ L,,) > 
(2-S) Var,(L,). 

Let 6, be a grammar generating the language L,,. According to Lemma 2.3, G, 
contains nonterminak A, such that Ai-S* atA# and C, E alph(aj3). Since for any 

U~,E L ther e is a fixed number i. for which 

{i: a, c alph( uo), b, E alph( rdo), ci E alph(M = {i& 

/2, f A, for i f- j and every A, differs from the initial nonterminal of G,,. So for G,, 

generating L,, Var( G,I) 2 n + 1. Because Var( G,) = n + 1 we have Var,,(L,) = n + 1. 
For G,, = .d,.,( G,) being the grammar in weak Greibach normal form, we have 

Var,,~(LJ~Var(G,,)=2n+l. 

Let G:, be a grammar in weak Greibach normal form generating the language 

I_,,. For II F I,,, u = uluz and rcl E a:, u2 E (b, u c,)*. the number of occurrences of 
u in IQ equals the number of occurrences of hi in u2. According to Lemma 2.3, G:, 

contains nonterminals A, and B, iterating the letters a, and c,, respectively, i.e., 

13, ** xcvA,P. where x E TT ai E alph(x+) and Bi+ * yyBiG, where y E T and C, E 

alpht yys 1. 

From the structure of the words in L,, we can see that x = Cri and L(a) C_ a*. Since 
C-J,* c L, we also have y = c,. A, Z A, for i Z j since for 14 in L,,, {i: Ci E alph( U) or 
a, e: alph( ld)} = ii,,}: A, f Bi for i = 1,2, . . . , II because all occurrences of ai in u E L,, 
precede the occurrences of c:s and S f A, and S Z Bi for i = 1,2, . . . , n. 

We have proved that \‘ar( G,,) 2 2n -!- 1 for anv G:, in weak Greibach normal 
form generatilrg L,,. So we conclude that Var $,.(ir,) = 211 + 1. 0 

Theorem 3.3. For F-free languages, 

Rroof, Let G be a Prod.n-minimal grammar generating a language L and let A = 
r4.R -+ b bc its matrix expression. Assume that the number of words in the components 
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of R (i.e., R-words) is r and similarily the number of b-words is b. Then Prod*(e) = 
r+b=n. 

The grammar J&(G) is defined by the equations 

A=bH+b, (3.1) 

H=R,H+R,, (3.2) 

where RO is a matrix constructed from R by replacing the first nonterminajis in 
R-words by corresponding words specified by (3.1). 

The number of productions determined by (3.1) equals mb+ b for m being the 

total number of nonterminals in G. 
Let rl s r be a number of those R-words, which have nonterminals as their first 

symbol. Since for each nonterminal the number of A-words is at most 2b, the 

number of R,,-words is at most 2br, + r- rl and the upper bound for the number 
of RoH-words is m(2b+r-r,). Thus, 

Since for a Prod&-minimal grammar m ~n/2an_lsince 2br+r-rl+ bcn’,there 

is a constant c such that Prod&L) s cn3 for all LC &‘$, i.e., Prodl;c;,C&t,d~ti (n)) = 

0( n-‘). 
It remains to prove that Prods&&,,,& n)) = a( n’), i.e., sup{Prod ,&L): 

ProdJL) s n, L is context-free} 2 cn’ for some real number c. It is enough to prove 
for L,, ={( b, u - l l u b,l))“‘: 1~ is n} and n > 1 that Prod,&,,) G 2rz and 

Prod&L,) 2 n’. 
The grammar with production rules 

generates the language L,,, i.e., Prod&L,,)< 2n. 
Let G:, = (IV, T, P, S) be a Prod,alf-minimal grammar for the language L,,. Let 

PI =(A * bio: w E ((bi} u N)“) and let for io, lP,,,l s IPi/, i = 1,2,. . . , n. The grammar 

GE = (IV, T, P, S) generates the language L(Gx) ={bt,‘: 1 s is n}. According to [5, 
Theorem 6.31, Prodf&L( Gi)) = n. Evidently, the P,‘s are pairwise disjoint for 
i=1,2,.... n and so Prod&L,,) = Prod(GG:,) 2 n Prod&L( GL) = n’. 0 

The results for the measure Symb given in Theorem 3.4 were previously discussed 

in [I I] and they are also included in [8]. 

Theorem 3.4. For e-free languages, 

Proof. The proof proceeds in the same way as for the measure Prod (see [8, 

pp. 129-1311 or [ll, pp. 348-3491). q 

Theorem 3.5. Lev,,,( Yr_,\,,, (n)) cannot be bounded by any total function p(n). 
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proof, According to Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to prove Lemma 3.6. q 

Lemma 3.6* For any natural number II there is a language L, such that 

Lev9(L,) = 1 and Lev%JL,) = nf 1. 

Proof. For n = 1, LI = ab* satisfies the conditions 

For n > 1, let L, be a language generated by 

nonterminal Al and with production rules 

A,3aIAibi(aiAi+lbi(AiCi, lsisrz-1, 

A,, + anA& 1 anAl b, 1 AJ, 1 a,&,. 

Obviously, Lev(G,)=Levd(L,)=l. 4 

of Lemma 3.6. 

the grammar G, with starting 

~cv ,,&J d n + 1 since a grammar G,, = -& .,,( G,) has n + 1 grammatical levels. 

Let G:, be a grammar in %’ and L( G:, ) = L,. According to Lemma 2.3, for any 

c, there is a 2, in GL, such that zi ** aZiP, C, E alph( a@. The number of occurrences 
of c, in a word in L, does not depend on the number of occurrences of the other 

symbols, i.e., cyfl can be chosen in such a manner that alph(@) ={cj}, i.e., 

Z, * *C,k’ZiCi’y ki z 1 and 1; 3 0. Zi f Zj for i Z j since if a@ E L, then ac& L,,. 
An initial nonterminal S differs from all Zi because Ci is prefix of no word in L. 

To get Lev,(,,t(L,) = n + 1 it remains to prove that Z1, . . . , i& and S are elements 

of different grammatical levels. Following Lemma 2.2, it is enough to prove that 

alph( L(Z,)) = { Ci}+ 
From the sfrucfidre ot’ the language L,, it follows that: 
(a) if UC~VE L,, for tz 1, then u E 2‘*(c, u h,), v E (c, u hi u ir,..,)lT* for i 2 2 and 

zx{+(c,~b~uh,,)Z* for i=l; 

(b) if UC,UE L,, then v E Z*(o, u l l * u a,,)Z*, i.e., all letters Q, precede the letters 

cI in the word in Y4, ; 
(c) the number and positions of 6,‘s in a word of language L,, uniquely determine 

the number and position of letters a, in the word. 

According to (a), alph( UZ, )) c (c-i, h,, hi- 1} but since (c) and (h) must be also 
batisfkd alph(L(Z, )) = {c,}. G 

t. Complexity of position restricted grammars 

Proof. -The theorem will be proved by proving the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. Let K be Var, Prod, Lev or Hei. Ltpt G be n class of p&h restricted 

yammars of type t = t m, . . . . , mk. mk +, ). 
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For any natural number n there is a language L, such that K&L,) = 1 and 
K,(L,) = n. 

Proof. For the language L, =(a”“‘}, where f(n) = k” +x72: k’ CFz; mj, evidently 
Vara(L,)=Prod9(Ln)=1. 

Let 6, be a position restricted grammar of type t and let L( Gn) = L, The language 
L, is finite so all nodes of any branch of a derivation tree of the word aftn) in G, 
are denoted by distinct nonterminals. A position restricted grammar of type t has 
at most k nonterminals in the right-hand side of production rules and moreover 

c f:; mi is the total length of terminal words in it, so the derivation tree of the word 
aft”) in Gn has a branch of length Is n, i.e., Var(G,) 3 n and ?rod(G,) a n for 
any GnEl. 

Let G, be a Lev,-minimal grammar for the language tn. Since Ln is finite, G, 
contains single-letter levels only, i.e., Lev( Gn) = Var( G,) 2 n. 

Finally, Hei,( L,) 2 n since G, consists of trivial levels only (i.e., single-letter 
levels) and the derivation tree of the word aft”’ in G, has a branch of length at 
least n. 

Moreover, K,.( L,) = n for K being Var, Prod, Lev and Hei since for a grammar 
G, with the production rules 

wehaveG,Ek,L(G,)=L.,andVar(G,~)=Prod(G,)=Lev(G,)=Hei(G,)=n. Cl 

The relationships between Symb, and Sym& depend on the grammatical type t. 
We shall give a result only for the case t = (0, 0,O). 

Theorem 4.3. We have 

Syrr,‘b,a,o,o~( L) s 4 Symba (L) - 9. 

Also, there is a sequence of languages (L,}T= 1 such that Symb~O,o,O,( L, ) = 
4 Symb&L,,)-9. 

Proof. Let G be a Symb*-minimal grammar for a language L (i.e.7 G and 
Symb( G) = Symbg (L)). Let J& be the algorithm, described in Appendix A, which 
transforms a completely reduced grammar to a grammar of type (0, 0,O). Suppose 
G has s productions (i.e., O={ pi = Ai + ai: i = 1,. , . , s}) and, moreover, (j: iail 2 
2)={j: lsj=+ rss}. Then 

Symba(L)=Symb(G)= i (~czi)+2)+3(~-r)=3s-r+ f. Iail, 
i = 1 i=l 

SYmb,o.o,(L) ~WWG(G))= i 4(lail-1)+3k+3(s-r), 
i=l 
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where k is the number of terminals, which occur as the last symbol on the right-hand 
sides of production rules pl, . . . , pn i.e., k s min( r, lalph(L)I). 

Symb(o,o,o,(L)c4 i laji--4r+3 min(r, lalph(L)I)+3(s-r) 
i=l 

We shall prove the second part of the theorem for L, = (ala2 l l 9 a,}, n Z= 1. 
Clearly, Symba( L,) = n + 2. 

In a grammar of type t = (0, 0,O) generating L,, all vertices of a derivation tree 
for al ’ l . a,, are labelled by different nonterminals and terminals. To get n leaves 
of a binary tree we need at least n - 1 additional vertices (except of leaves) and for 
a derivation tree of a grammar of type (0, 0,O) we need at least one more vertex 

to get all leaves labelled by terminals. Therefore, 

Symh~~,~dL,) 2 4b - 1)+3=4Symb&L,)-9. 

For a grammar G, with the productions 

Ai+aiAi.+.,, i= 1,2,. . . , n-l, A,,+~I~, 

LW,,) = (a, l - l a,,), G, is in (0,O.O) and Symb(G,)=4n-1=4Symb&?J+. 
I2 

Now we shall give some remarks concerning Chomsky normal form, since it is 

stronger than position restricted type (0, 0,O) in a sense that production rules of a 

form A 4 aB are not allowed in Chomsky normal form. 

Remark 4.4. In Theorem 4.1, position restricted grammars of type t can be replaced 

by grammars in Chomsky normal form. The proof of this new theorem can be done 

exactly in the same way as that of Theorem 4.1 (i.e., using the same language as 
for grammars of type (0, 0,O)). 

Rermmk 4.5. If 9% is the class of grammars in Chomsky normal 1Corm, then 

Symh/,(L)97Symb~rL)-lS. 

There is a sequence of languages (L,,};, I such that Symb& L,,) = 
7Symb,(L,)-- 1s. 

‘The proof can be done in the same way as the proof of Theorem 4.3. If r, s and 

A, + (Y, hoe the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we have A. 

I-et G be a Symb,,-minimal grammar for L and let algorithm .s$ be that from 
Appendix A. We have 
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Since s a 1, r 2 0 and lalph(L)) s Syqb&L) - 2, we now have Symbwd( L) 6 

7 SymbJL)- 15. 

The optimality of the result can be proved in the same way as in Theorem 4.3. 

For L,=(y.. a,} one can get Symb& L,) = n + 2 and Symb&L,) = 7n - 1. 

Open problem. Let 5’k be the class of languages such that, for L E .&, ‘ialph( L)l = k. 
Then by analyzing algorithm A?& for L E 3’k one can get Symb,,(L) s 
4Symb&L)-3k-9. 

Improve the coefficient 4 in the estimation or prove its optimality. 

Remark 4.6. In connection with the coefficient 4 we shall prove in Example 4.7 

the optimality of that coefficient for the case of the sequence {L,)~+ such that 

lim, +,oo lalph( L,)I/Symb* (L,) = 0. 

Example 4.7. Let 2, = {a,, . . . , a,_,} be the alphabet of L,. Let 

g(i,j)=($(i+l)+j) (mod n) 

and 

L,, ={ag(@i)ag(l,j) l l l ug(n-l,;): 0s is n-1). 

The optimality will be proved in the sense that for any 6 > 0 there is an no such 

that for all n 2 no, 

SymlML)>(4-@ Symb,(L). (4.1) 

We shall prove Symb:& L,) = n2+ 2n and Symb,(L,) = 4n2 - II, i.e., inequalitity 

(4.1) holds for n>(4-26)/a. 
For a language L,, the foIlawing property can be proved immediately: 

07 All subwords of L, of length at least 2 differ from each other. 

We shall prove that a grammar G,t with productions 

is a Symbti-minimal grammar for L, and therefore Symb&L,) = n( n + 2). 

Suppose that G:, contains a nonterminal A # S such that either L(A) ={u} and 

A occurs at least twice on the right-hand side of rules in GL or { ul, u2} c L(A) for 
14, f u;z. 

If L(A) = {u), then lul = I because of property (P) and it leads to a contradiction 

with Symb,-minimality of G:,. 

For {u,, u?} s L(A) let u p consider the derivations 

S$ uAua+ uq 2~ and S+’ uAo++ uu2v. 

Since no two words in L, have same prefix or suffix we have u = v = C. So S=+ + A 
in G:, and this is a contradiction since GL is completely reduced. 

Let Gk be a Syrnb%& -minimal grammar for L,. Recause of property (P) and the 

finiteness of L, a derivation tree of the word Q,.~, l l - Qg(n-1-i) in Gk has 2re - 1 
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vertices labelled -by- different nontereals; n - 1 of them are left-hand sides of 
prdudon r&s of length 4 and the last n of them are on left-hand sides of 
production of type A i a.- Accoidiirg to property (P), thk sets of intemalnoriterminals 
used in derivations of different words from Cn are disjosnt. (X is an internal 
nonterminal if X -, AB for some A and B.) Therefore, SymbcBn( L,) 3 4( n - 1)n + 3n. 
Since for J&( G,) we have Symb(&( G,) = 4n2 - n, and we have completed our 
proof, 

Appendis A 

We shall give the algorithms used in previous parts of the paper. For the transfor- 
mation of a completely reduced grammar to an equivalent one in Greibach normal 
form we shall give two algorithms. The classical sequential one will be denoted by 
i#, and the matrix algorithm denoted by d2. For the transformation of a completely 
reduced grammar to an equivalent position restricted grammar of type (O,O, 0) we 
shall give algorithm J&, and the algorithm .I& will transform completely reduced 
grammars to equivalent grammars in Chomsky normal form. 

Let us assume for all algorithms that G = (N, T, f, S) is a completely reduced 
grammar, N =(S=A,, AZ,. . . , A,,,}, T=(tl, t2,. . . , tl} and P={p,,p*,. . . , ps}. 

Algorithm J& works in three steps. Firstly, it modifies the grammar G so that if 
Ai + A,- is its production rule then j > i (that part of algorithm is between labels 
(Ll) and (L2)); then the algorithm produces a grammar in weak Greibach normal 
form (just before label (L3)) and in the last part of algorithm (beginning with (L3)) 
terminals on the right-hand side of productions of grammar which are not or! the 
first position are changed to nonterminals to obtain a grammar in Greibach normal 
form. 

We shall fix the following notations for S& For i = 1;2,. . . , m, we denote 
Pz =(Ai + w Ai + a E P). For a grammar with no left recursion of nonterminals 

and 

fori,j=1,2 ,.,., m. 

Algorithm d, 

procedure GKEIBACH NORMAL FORM (P, P’) 
(algorithm starts with the set of productions P) 

iL1) begin i:= 1; 
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while isrn doj:= 1; 

while js i- 1 do PI= (Pu Pij)-&; 

j:=j+l; end 

P:=P-PiU{Ai+pIgZ,: Ai+pER,paAi(Nu T)*} 

U{Zi+cY((YZi: Ai+AiaER}; 

i:= i+l;end 
(L2) i:=m-1; 

while i>O dOP:=Pu{Pi,j: i<jsm)-(pi,j: i<j<m); 

i:= 1; 

i:= i-l; end 

while isrn dOP:=Pu~Zi~gu:Zi-,ApEP,Aj~P~P} 

TuNufiZi ; 
i=t 

i ‘:= i+ 1; end 

(L3) P’z={q+tjZ 16 jS 1) 

u(X-+tY,Y~*- Y,: 

x+ tx,x, l - l X,EP, where Yi=Xi for XiE{Ai,Zi: lsisrn} 
and Yi = q for Xi = tj}; 

end 

(The algorithm produces the set of production rules in P’) 

We denote by d l,m the initial part of the algorithm Sp, ended just before the 
command labelled by (L3) with the set of productions in P. 

Proposition A.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar in completely reduced form. Let 
d,(G) = G’ and J&~(G) = G”. 

Then G’ E %, G’k %’ and L(G) = L( G’) = L( G”). 

Proof. The proof can be found in [S, p. 1131 or [1, pp. 156-158]. q 

Algorithm .s& 

procedure GREIBACH NORMAL FORM-MATRIX (P, P’) 
(the algorithm starts with the set of productions in P) 
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be&~ express G by equations of form A = AR + b; 

construct a new system of equation A = bH + b 

H=RH+R; 

(where H be an m X m matrix of new nonterminals) 

p’ :-.$64 set of productions corresponding to A = bH + b”; 

P := “set of productions corresponding to H = RH + R”; 

P’:=P’U{~ij~crl’*‘cr,EP:cu*ET} 

end 

(The algorithm produces set of production rules in P’) 

ProposSon A.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a completely reduced grammar and G’ = 
.&(G). Then G’ E 9%’ and L(G) = L( G’). 

Proof. For the proof, see, e.g., [ 1, p. 1621. 

procedure POSITIONAL RESTRICTED-TYPE (O,O,O) (P,P’) 
(the algorithm starts with the set of productions in P) 

begin P’ := 8; 

-. c .= 1; 

while i s s do if pi has the form A --) a then P’ := P’ u {pi} else pi has a form 
A-,X,,Y,*~~X,,, ns2, 

end 

if X,,E T,X,,=a, then ~‘:={X~+a,)uP’ 
u(A+X,A,,A,-+X,A+. . ,A,,_,+X,,-J:}: 
else P’ := P’u (A-+X,A,,Al-,XzA,.. . . rA,l--,+X,, ,X,,}; 

i:= i+ 1; 

(The algorithm produces a set of production rules in I”) 

Remark. The A,3 in the algorithm A?_~ are new nonterminals which differ with each 
rather for a!1 productions pi. 

Proposition A.3. Let G be a completely reduced grammar. Let G’ = ._Q$( G). Then 
li’ is a position restricted grammar of type (O,O, 0) and L(G) = L(G’). 
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Proof* T’he proof is obvious. It c& be done ii the same way as that for Algorithm 
3&. b 

procedure CHOMSKY NORMAL FORM (P, P’) 
(algorithm starts with the set of productions P) 

begin p’ := qj; 

i:= 1; 

while iss doif pi has a form A-,a then P’:=P’u(pi} else 

pi hasaformA-*X,X2-X,,na2 

P’ := P’ u {A -j X;AI, Al + X;A2, . . . , A,,__* + XL-,X:, }, 

where Xi = Xi if Xi E N and Xi = T, if Xi = t,; 

i:= i+ 1; 

P’:=P’u(T,+t,: lskd} 

end 

(The algorithm produces the set of production rules in P’) 

Remark. The Ai’s in the algorithm S& are new nonterminals which differ with each 
other for all productions pi. 

Proposition A.4. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a completely reduced grammar and let 
G’ = z&(G). Then G’ is in Chomsky normal form and L(G) = L(G’). 

Proof. For the proof, see, e.g., [ 8, p. 1041. Cl 
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